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Abstract 

Businesses in global environment are constantly adapted and new employees 
are expected to possess fresh “workers of tomorrow” skills and knowledge. 
Situation got even more rough when almost overnight COVID-19 influenced 
everyday lifestyle. 
On the other side, it became clear that education systems are to be changed in 
near future. Some institutions already started to work of that process. Others 
are aware that need is here, but deciding about optimal approach. Dynamic 
times are expecting flexible models of teaching and learning so finding best 
solution is a must for all contemporary teaching institutions.
Blockchain as a new and disruptive technology has been perceived as a basis 
for cryptocurrency. However, its abilities and benefits could be utilized in differ-
ent aspects of life, work and learning. New implementation of this technology 
could announce different point of view in education process, no matter if we 
are talking about studying as formal or learning on work as informal process.
This paper has a goal to explain blockchain fundamentals and research on 
how it could be implemented in learning process. Also, any possible usage of 
such technology in lifelong learning and certification process is another out-
come which paper should summarize. Current market situation and expecta-
tions for wider blockchain usage will be discussed and researched in detail.
Keywords: information and communication technology, blockchain, education 
management, career development.

1. Introduction 

In todays’ world it is clear that new paradigms are constantly introduced in 
everyday lives. Maybe the best example is COVID-19 pandemic which caused 
major transformation of every segment in just couple of months. Being able to 
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adapt and adjust to new environment became not just a buzz word in media 
and social networks, but new normal which is obviously here to stay for some 
time.
Business sector is always changing (Shemesh Jesse, 2021). Numerous arti-
cles and web content is proving that more then ever companies are influenced 
with globalization, new technology and fresh customer-oriented approaches. 
On the other side, huge gap in label market needs and offer is causing in find-
ing new trends of remote work (even before pandemic) in fields where that is 
possible. If we are considering business sectors as tourism or construction it 
is almost impossible o find a good worker no matter on salary or correspond-
ing perks (Nenad Ivanović, 2021). Tech and high skilled industries as IT is has 
even worse situation. Even though some predictions about IT expert needs 
which EU provided, became overestimated (Peter Teffer, 2021) it is definite 
that skilled information and communication individuals are able to choose 
company and working environment. (S. Paparella, 2021). 
It’s old news that education system should be adapted as it must provide bet-
ter “worker of tomorrow” pool. The rapid changes in new normal are just put-
ting new demands on education system (Miriam Bar-Yam, 2002). Again, other 
side of this medal is resistance to change which is known in educational sys-
tem. There are some common resistances in modernization, but also specific 
reasons for the rejection or obstructing the introduction of new solutions to 
education (Puvača & Zdrilić, 2012). World wide pandemic and health issues 
placed a lot of countries in so called “lock downs”. E-learning came to spot light 
in minutes and every IT enhanced education which is available at least in last 
ten years, became a must in kindergartens, schools and faculties. A lot of chal-
lenges during pandemic online education were pointed out in recent studies 
(ex. lack of student engagement, interactions or attendance and distractions) 
but also a highlight of at least 40 different pedagogies which were successfully 
implements in virtual classrooms (Kundu, 2021). 
Another current problem in domestic surrounding is public or private school 
system. Private school institutions are seen as “pay and pass” systems where 
student will surely finish it. However, it is obvious that such schools are able 
to work with smaller groups and provide more recent knowledge (Sara Šokić, 
2019). Also, there has been an increase of faculties and study programs in last 
decade which provides additional issue in quality and employability recogni-
tion among freshmen. At the top of this facts, business sector simply cannot 
track nor understand different titles of graduates (ex. baccalaureate or gradu-
ate in various fields).
Quality recognition together with standardization is occurring in education 
(Ivković, 2009). However, that process is taking for some time and still not pro-
viding optimal results. Information and communication together with contem-
porary technologies definitely cannot solve all mentioned issues, but maybe 
can provide a good base for its wider and faster solving.
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2. Blockchain

New technology called blockchain took first place in media coverages in last 
6-7 years even though it was introduced by a person (or group of people) using 
an alias Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008. Some experiments with predecessors of 
this technology were noted in 1990’s but insufficient computer power made it 
impossible for development. Its name is consisted from technology structure 
– a chain of blocks. Each block is linked to previous block with cryptographic 
hash and making it that way almost impossible to interfere with chain struc-
ture, order or values2. A block has own data structure which enables value stor-
ing and securing. Main idea was to handle financial data – transactions but 
via blockchain further development it is seen that numerous data types (use 
cases) can be stored:

 • Images (Koptyra, 2020),
 • Full user / company backup (Storj, 2015),
 • Database BigchainDB (BigchainDB, 2016),
 • Automatized (smart) contracts execution (Ethereum.org, 2021),
 • …and a lot more.

Figure 1. Blockchain and Cryptocurrency trends in searching on Google
Source: Author work on Google trends3

2 Of course, there are articles about blockchain vulnerability (Cipher LTD, 2020) however as technology is 
growing it is expected to be more secure and adapted. 

3 The Google trends service analyses user searches on Google platform. In the case of a larger number, 
it easily defines trends or keywords that record an increase. The graphs show the relative interest on 
a scale of 0-100 in relation to the nominal number of searches on a particular topic, content or similar. 
More details on https://support.google.com/trends/answer/4365533.
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Mentioned hype about blockchain has started mainly because of cryptocur-
rencies. As it can be seen on Figure 1. main amplitudes were in search terms 
when crypto had highest values. Similar interest (up and down) was followed 
by blockchain term. Cryptocurrency is a form of digital asset based on a net-
work that is distributed across a large number of computers (Frankefield, 
2021). Global idea is to replace classical fiat currency and enable transactions 
without the need of “middle man” (banks, credit institutions etc.). However, 
cryptocurrency value is highly volatile making it risky investment and making 
it difficult to implement in wider usage. Since no central or trusted party has 
an ability to control it, values can rise or drop in just couple of seconds. Just 
because of its fluid prices, cryptocurrencies made a room for wide range of 
scams and frauds. Technology enhanced speculations and investments re-
minds on situation before dot-com bubble in 1990s. More likely (as it was back 
then), some of main players (among 11.183 current cryptocurrencies) will sur-
vive plus remain active and allow more active usage of blockchain technology 
(similar to Amazon and Google staying after dot-com bubble).

Figure 2: Blockchain technology flow 
Source: PwC Digital Services

Blockchain flow as shown in Figure 2. has ending base in main - distributed 
ledger where all “transactions” are stored and can be shared in an environ-
ment. Members of “ecosystem” has own copy of information which must be 
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validated collectively upon any updates.   This solution is allowing blockchain 
to be secure, reliable and trustworthy platform. Some main advantages could 
be pointed out:

 • Verifiability / traceability – in case of distributed ledger each transac-
tion is approved by verifiers (ex. miners in Bitcoin). Any member of the 
platform may verify the correctness of the system state. All actions are 
stored and easily traced.

 • Privacy – no user can be discovered within blockchain network only its 
transactions / actions.

 • Integrity – data is secured and protected from unauthorized modifica-
tions (close connection with verifiability).

 • Transparency – depending on role in environment data is seen and is 
required for confirmation.

 • Redundancy – provided by replications to verifiers.

3. Blockchain and education

From everything mentioned main question arises – how blockchain can be 
implemented or used in education? It is obvious that current situation with 
blockchain usage is not suitable and simple for end user. Average user identi-
fies blockchain as Bitcoin or maybe altcoins4 and its values. User experience 
still assumes considerable skills in terms of adjusting wallet or using cloud 
solutions as CEX (Bitcoin & Cryptocurrency Exchange | Best Bitcoin Trading 
Platform - CEX.IO, 2021).MetaMask (MetaMask, 2021) as browser / mobile 
application is maybe more user friendly however still not simple and under-
standable as Facebook login process. It seems that whatever company makes 
blockchain usage simple as today’s web/mobile applications will get enormous 
popularity and users.
Earlier stated challenges in education as standardization, verification and trust 
could be solved within blockchain technology. Included stakeholders in educa-
tion process:

 • students,
 • teachers,
 • administration staff,
 • business sector,
 • NGO,
 • government, accreditations, testers,

… would be able to participate in controlled chain of information. Verifiability 
of student skills and knowledge could be done in seconds as well as diploma 
check with corresponding university. Administration staff would be able to 

4  Term related to all cryptocurrencies other than Bitcoin.
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trace previous student grades (ex. high school) before enrollment and have a 
proof of each study year as hash value in education blockchain.
Of course, cons of this setup would be complicated user experience and 
customized applications tailored for stakeholders. Question of main author-
ity (as Ministry or Central academic IT provider is) is also open issue. Since 
blockchain is available for certain time now, it is notable that some institutions 
are experimenting with this orientation. European union provides wide report 
(Grech & Camilleri, 2017) on more than 100 pages in 2017. about possibilities 
and current pioneers in this tech field. Different aspects of certificates, secu-
rity, infrastructure and acceptance are considered as well as best practices 
back then described via interviews with responsible institutions. 
Since blockchain is new technology and grows rapidly it is interesting to see 
that some institutions are providing rewards for new prototypes and solutions. 
One example is (Office of Educational Technology - Department of education 
USA, 2020) where it “explores novel applications of distributed ledger technolo-
gies like blockchain to address complex challenges in education. EBI focuses 
particular attention on understanding how blockchain technology can facili-
tate the secure, traceable, and verifiable exchange of educational data among 
institutions in the learning and employment ecosystem.”. Almost one million 
dollars is given to applicants and it would be interesting to see solutions they 
will be coming up with (by the end of 2021).
Some papers are also oriented in research on practical cases of blockchain 
implementation. There’s notable increase in articles and reviews of such ap-
proach (Raimundo & Rosário, 2021). However, in 2019. (A. Alammary, 2019) 
states “although the volume of literature on the application of blockchain to 
education has been increasing in the last few years, it is still fragmented, and 
no systematic review has yet been conducted on the topic.”
As per all researched literature, Table 1. is providing summarized overview of 
pros and cons in blockchain implementation. It is clear that additional practical 
experiments will provide more information on this topic and give better base 
for decision.

Table 2. Advantages / challenges overview of blockchain in education imple-
mentation. 

Advantages Challenges
Student records verification Price of development infrastructure
Reducing frauds in diplomas or 
previous education history

Fear of new technology among 
stakeholders

Decentralized online education 
and personal development Skilled blockchain developers / providers

Distributed Learning platforms Current technical limits / user 
experience
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Copyright and privacy protection 
“Felling” about technology from 
cryptocurrency point of view (lack of 
trust)

Ability to scale nationally, globally 
Smart contracts with automatic 
execution once terms are met

Source: Gathered literature and author adjustment.

Currently it is possible to identify some main institutions / projects which are 
researching on optimal implementation of this technology in education. Nam-
ing a few could provide a good insight of situation to date:

A. Open university (The Open University, 2021) – Knowledge Media Institute 
within Open University is doing (among other technologies) a research 
initiative on the Blockchain. Leading IT enhanced movement in United 
Kingdom, this institution is trying to standardize badging, certification 
and reputation on the Web with the use of the blockchain as a trusted 
ledger. This University has over 170.000 students and own e-learning 
solution which makes a good foundation for new tech experiments. In 
order to make usage as simple as possible approach to the blockchain is 
synonymous with the Web (it should use own protocol and tools).

B. MIT – in Cambridge, Massachusetts, department of MIT (Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, 2020) developed The Open Standard for 
Blockchain Credentials – BlockCerts. Academic success grades, proj-
ects, transcripts and even diplomas are to be stored on a Blockcerts 
blockchain for immutable insight into individual’s past academic his-
tory. In 2018. (MIT, 2018) more than 600 students have used this op-
tion making their diploma lasting forever in this blockchain system.  
Sony Global Education (Sony INC., 2018) – one of the global tech lead-
ers made a partnership with IBM in Japan and created own blockchain 
platform. It enables various institutions to add/track individual academic 
achievements and other student information on a main ledger in order 
to maintain irreversible records on students who transferred or furthered 
their education.

C. Disciplina (Disciplina.io, 2020), Estonian company uses blockchain to 
maintain a unified register of academic achievement and qualifications 
for universities. By assigning a score to someone based on his achieve-
ments or classes Universities can adjust, customize individualized learn-
ing plans. Student and Educator applications are tailored for correspond-
ing user and solution is offered to public so that universities and students 
can become familiarized with the app.
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4. Conclusion     

From all research and gathered references it could be concluded that block-
chain is a new technology which will sooner or later enter in everyday use of 
each individual. On the other side, it is clear that some objective obstacles are 
present which are making wider implementation at least a challenging task. 
Education as traditionally rigid field could use blockchain advantages, but 
the timeframe is seriously questionable. Modern technology as blockchain is 
should be more adopted before wider learning institution usage will be seen 
(like social network or webinars were in last decade). 
Current research and case studies are theory oriented and practical solutions 
are still to be defined in the longer period of time. Also, more students, profes-
sors and administrative staff should be involved in such examples. Next step 
for this paper would be making a test model in local colleague where pos-
sibilities would be checked in detail as well as possible technology or social 
potential issues. 
It is worth emphasizing that blockchain should not be perceived as a threat 
or replacement for educational institutions (similar to any other new technol-
ogy which might appear). Innovative technpology must provide value across a 
wide range of educational processes; enabling learning to be more engaging 
and effective, cut down costs, improve trust, and allow greater security and 
privacy. Almost the same as when Web 2.0 was introduced main idea would 
be that technology on the long run should provide extra (spare) time for all 
education stakeholders which can be directed to (individual) student, learning 
excellence and modern knowledge needed for everyone in today’s competitive 
market.
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